icosahedron cage of Mn atoms with edge length 2 5 A is the structural unit in the icosahedral phase. In this paper we present results on the radial distribution function (RDF) of the first shell A1 atoms yielded by a direct Fourier transform method from the EXAFS. This method yields a RDF with higher resolution and lessbias than the usual method of fitting by a model. The results are consistent with the Mn-Mn analysis of similar icosahedrar units interconnected differently in the iphase than in the a-phase.
In a recent EXAFS study [I] of icosahedral and a-phases of AlMnSi alloys it is concluded, zrom analysis of the Mn-Mn scattering, that a Mn icosahedron of edge length ? , 5 A is the structural unit in the icosahedral phase and that the connection between these units are different from those in the a-phase. These results are consistent with the random connection icosahedra model [Z-41 for the icosahedral phase. The conclusion was possible because of the similarity in the EXAFS between the icosahedral phase and the a-phase and the fact that the EXAFS contributions from the Mn on the same icosahedron as the central Mn atoms and from Mn on neighboring Mn icosahedra separate. It was pointed out that analysis of the first shell EXAFS will not permit such unambiguous conclusions because it is not possible to uniquely separate the above two kinds of contributions. However, the analysis of the first shell EXAFS is interesting because it provides information about the locations of the A1 atoms and it can provide further evidence for the conclusion reached in the earlier analysis. In our discussion we do not distinguish between A1 and Si since their EXAFS backscatterings are so similar. There have been many EXAFS studies of the first shell [5-91. However, most of the analyses involve using a model for fitting to the data, giving bias to the final answer. In addition, the resolution in the radial distribution function (RDF) is poor.
We have obtained the RDF for the first shell A1 atoms around Mn atoms in the icosahedral AlMnSi and AlMn using a new method. We have checked the method against the known RDF of the a-phase of AlMnSi obtaining a satisfactory agreement. This method was discussed briefly by Bouldin and Stern [lo] . we can obtain the normalized ~'(k), (2) which contains only the geometrical information by using suitable standards. The RDF is easily obtained by inverse transforming Eq. (2) and correcting for the r2 factor.
We use crystalline [ll] MnA16 as our standard for determining B(k) and 6(k). All the measurements and the method used to extract EXAFS ~( k ) from the measurements were described before [I] . The first shell EXAFS were obtained by the usual method of Fourier filtering. In the following analysis the R window from 1.4 A to 2.7 i is used. This covers the R range in the RDF from 2 1.9 to 3.2 1. To get the amplitudes and phases of the normalized ~'(k), we take the ratio of the EXAFS amplitudes and the differences in phase between the unknowns and MnA16 and then correct for the structure of MnA16. We have neglected the contribution due to the mean free path term in the EXAFS formula in the analysis because we expect that A will be roughly the same in the icosahedral phase as in MnA16 and the ratio between the two amplitudes will cancel out the mean free path contribution to the normalized ~'(k).
However, due to the finite data range available from the EXAFS, the normalized ~'(k) are available only for 2.3 < k < 13 k ' . We extrapolate the data down to k=O by using the cumulant expansion, i.e., Log A' (k) = a,, + a k2 + a,k4 for the amplitude and @'(k) = alk + a,k3 for the phase. A high k(k > 13 f-') extrapolation was done by a regular polynomial expansion to about k=16 ; i -' . Figure 1 shows the X' (k) so obtained for the a-phase A173Mn16Sill.
By taking the imaginary part of the Fourier transform of the xl(k)'s and correcting for the r-2 factor, we obtained RDF's for the icosahedral A184 6Mn15 4, A179Mn15.4Si5.6, the i(A1MnSi) sample annealed for 44 hours at 500°C i ; vacu;m which forms a defected or-phase, and the a(A1MnSi).
The results are shown in Fig. 2 . The transforms were over 0.0 < k < $6 0 1-1. The RDF's are broadened by including an artificial disorder factor e-2k Q~ in the transform, and a Hanning function from 12.0 to 16.0 i-' to reduce the cutoff wiggles due to the finite range of the data. Due to the cutoffs the high k data above 10 i-' contribute relatively little to the RDF's, so that our high k extrapolation does not contribute to the final result. On the other hand, theoretically the low k behavior of the amplitude and phase is well known (cumulant expansion). The only major problem is where is the intercept of the amplitude at k=O, i.e., a,.
The coefficient a, determines the coordination number and it is the most important parameter in the low k extrapolation. In the extrapolation we fix a, to different values and find that the areas under the peaks are most affected by a, change whereas the shapes of the peaks are only slightly affected. Theuncertainties in determining a, produce an uncertainty of about 10% in the coordination number.
Also shown in Figure 2 are simulated RDF's, for the a-phase and theorthorhombic phase (0-phase) of MnA16 obtained by constructing ~'(k) using the distances given by the structure of their two phases [11, 12] , then transforming the same way as the experimental data. It can be seen by comparing the experimental RDF with that of the simulated one that our analysis reproduces the RDF for the a-phase reasonably well. The main discrepancy is in the positions of the small peaks on either side of the main peak. We do not believe that the finite range of the data, which causes cutoff wiggles in the transform, is the main cause of this discrepancy because the simulation for the a-phase has this same cutoff. The experimental errors in the EXAFS analysis can be estimated by the extent of the dipping of the RDF below zero. This extent is smaller than the deviation between the simulated and the measured results below the main peak suggesting that the difference is real. A possiblecause of this discrepancy is some error in the x-ray determination of the atomic positions of the a-phase. Because of the limitation of space the detail analysis of these results will be given elsewhere. Here we only discuss the results qualitatively.
From the strycture of the c-phase [12] these is one gxtremely short A1-Mn distance of 2.27 A and two long distances 2.97 A and 3.1 A. The corresponding peaks are clearly.shown both in the simulated and in the experimentally obtained RDF's. However, the peaks' positions are somewhat shifted, possibly due to the reason discussed above. The two long distance peaks at around 3 are due to A1 atoms between the M n icosahedra in the a-phase, i.e., part of the octahedron bond connecting two icosahedra. Comparing with the RDF of the defected a-phase, we notice that the only clear difference is that the peaks at around 3 1 are decreased for the defected a-phase, i.e. there are slightly less A1 atoms in the connection between Mn icosahedra. This is consistent with the analysis of the Mn-Mn scattering [I] where it was found that the Mn peak at % 4.5 A in the transform decreased for the Cefected a-phase from that of the ideal a-p2ase composition whereas the peaks at 5.0 A remained the same. The peak at 4.5 A is a measure of the number of connectionsbetween the Mn icosahedra whereas the peak at 5.0 A measures the rigidity of the icosahedra themselves. Thus both the A1 RDF and the Mn RDF indicate a decrease in the interconnection between Mn icosahedra.
Comparing the RDF of the i(A1MnSi) with tQat of the a-phase, there are similarities between them. The peak at about 2.4 A is part of the icosahedra. However, the magnitude of the main peak is different for the two cases. In addition thepeaks at around 3 1 which are part of the connection between icosahedra either disappear or shift to a short distance about 2.8 1 in the i-phase. These are again consistent with the Mn-Mn peak analysis and support the conclusion that the connection between the Mn icosahedra differ in the i-phase and the Mn icosahedra remain the same. The RDF of i(A1Mn) shows a shift of the main peak to lower R value and perhaps a shift of the peak at 2.4 A into the main peak.
We compare our results with the results obtained by model fitting in Ref. [7] . The model chosen gave a bias to the RDF and a loss of resolution. Because of these defects reference 7 incorrectly concluded that the icosahedral phases are similar in their Mn-A1 RDF tn that of the a-phase, and not at all to the 0-A16Mn structure. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the RDF for the i-phases is actually intermediate between those of the 0-phase and the a-phase. One cannot conclude from the RDF of the first shell alone that the i-phases are related to the a-phase. This conclusion unambiguously follows only by considering the Mn-Mn shells as discussed in reference 111.
We have obtained the Mn-A1 RDF of i(A1MnSi) and i(A1Mn) using a direct Fourier transform method. The results so obtained are consistent with an earlier EXAFS analysis of the Mn-Mn shells. The new method is superior to the usual fittingmethod in two respects. One, it is a direct method, thereby eliminating biases introduced by the modelling. Two, it takes full advantage of the resolution available in the data.
